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The firms’ leaders, hashing out a possible
deal over many months, found they simply liked each other — a mutual admiration that paved the way for last week’s
announcement that a dozen Isaacson attorneys would be joining Ryley after all.
The Phoenix-based Ryley will double
its Denver office July 1 from 14 to 26 lawyers, raising its local profile and bolstering
its position as a regional firm.
“When you have those kinds of in-depth
conversations, you develop relationships
with those people,” said Jim Sanderson, a
Denver shareholder with Ryley. “I had a
sense of loss for not being able to make that
merger happen, because I really wanted to
be partners with those guys.”
They stayed friends after negotiations ended. Sanderson had lunch with
Isaacson shareholders “because I liked
them as people.”
Within half a year of the unconsummated merger, the word on 17th Street was
that 50-year-old Denver institution Isaacson might be closing.
“When in the spring and early summer it looked as though they were going
to have to make some hard decisions, we
started talking in earnest again,” he said.
But Ryley wasn’t the only firm seeking
to pick up some of the firm’s shareholders,
said Lonny Donovan, shareholder and CEO
at Isaacson. His firm’s top-flight real estate
practice, as well as its corporate, tax and
intellectual property strength, put its attorneys in high demand as lateral partners.
Donovan wasn’t interested in seeing
his firm’s lawyers cherry-picked and “scattered to the four winds.”
“As CEO, my main concern was how to
get the greatest number of people involved,”
he said. “It was important for me to ensure
we keep people together who have loved
working together for a long time.”
Ryley was “very attractive” because it
was open to taking in a large group, Donovan said. Joining Ryley as shareholders are
litigator F. Brittin Clayton III, real-estate
attorneys Donovan, Christine Hayes,
Barry Permut and Matthew D. Pluss, and
corporate attorneys Stanton Rosenbaum,
Howard J. Glicksman, Gary A. Kleiman,
Jonathan H. Steeler and Jon R. Tandler.
Also joining Ryley: taxation and trust and
estates attorney Mark Boscoe, of counsel
to the firm, and corporate and securities
associate Stephanie A. Hunter.
Billing rates were also a concern,
Donovan said. National and international
firms courted Isaacson lawyers, but had
they joined any of those firms they would
have had to increase their billing rates by
10 to 20 percent.
“Ryley is much closer to what we’re
used to charging,” Donovan said.
Finally, the practice areas of the existing Ryley attorneys and the incoming
lawyers match up like jigsaw puzzle pieces.
The Denver office has a number of practice

areas now, but is best known for its water
law and natural resources practices. The addition of lawyers with real estate, business,
intellectual property and other practices
creates synergy, not conflicts. In fact, the
12 attorneys moving to Ryley had no client
conflicts and only one client in common.

“Our goal is in the 40- to 45-attorney
range, in terms of having a full-service
practice here in Denver that complements
what we do in Phoenix and other potential
offices in the West,” Nazarenus said. “We
are interested in strengthening our position as a regional firm.”
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“This helps elevate us in the Denver
market as a full-service firm with better
depth,” said Brian Nazarenus, Ryley’s Denver managing shareholder.
The Denver office plans more growth,
though it’s not interested in “growth for
growth’s sake. We’re interested in people
who work well with other people in an
entrepreneurial spirit,” he said. The next
practice the Denver office might look to
expand is litigation practice.

The firm’s lawyers in Phoenix and
Denver are also licensed in New Mexico
and Nevada, and they have a fair number
of clients in both states.
“It makes sense in the organic growth
side of things to have bricks and mortar
in those states, if the opportunity presents
itself,” Sanderson said.
The 2005 opening of the Denver office
was Ryley’s first foray out of Phoenix, where
it was founded in 1948. The office here rose



from the ashes of two Denver firms that
had recently dissolved, Friedlob Sanderson
Paulson & Tourtillot and Gorsuch Kirgis.
The new office’s 10 lawyers (five from
each firm) weren’t treated as “stepchildren,” but were soon integrated into the
main firm, Sanderson said. The Phoenix
and Denver offices have an almost seamless digital connection — he says his
Arizona colleagues are “right down the
electronic hallway” — and the Coloradans
were welcomed into leadership roles.
That integrative culture seems to be
happening again with the latest influx of
talent. Isaacson attorneys are already slated
to join the executive and compensation
committees. It helps that Isaacson’s leadership team is moving intact to the new firm.
“There exist so many cultural fits,
character, values,” said Rudy Parga, Ryley’s firm-wide managing partner. “This
is going to be a very smooth integration.
Like us, the IR group has a long, rich
history of being involved in the community. We’re real pillars in our respective
communities.” •
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